Three-Part Telephone & E-mail Seminar:

Consular Processing For Beginners

Speakers: Rami Fakhoury, Kevin Aiston, Steven Garmo, Joel S. Guberman, Frances Hayden and Angelo Paparelli

Available on CD

What is ILW.COM?

We are the leading immigration law publisher. Our free Immigration Daily reaches an audience of over 35,000 subscribers. Our immigration portal web site is the largest on the Internet with over 50,000 pages of information. We assist your practice via our periodicals, seminars, and Yellow Pages. Disclaimer: participation in this seminar does not create an attorney-client relationship with the speakers.

Seminar Outline

FIRST Phone Session on April 29: Role of the State Department in Visa Processing
- Information gathering
- New FISA law
- Visa Waiver Program - eligibility, ESTA system
- 9 FAM - ground of inadmissibility
- Security Advisory Opinion (SAO)
- Discussion of select consular posts
- Hot topics update

SECOND Phone Session on May 27: Coordination between USCIS / ICE, CIA, FBI and DOS
- Investigations by Bureau of Diplomatic Security Service
- Data mining process, profiling programs - H and L cases
- Documents and Benefits Fraud Task Forces (DBFTF) and other multiple agency task forces
- Discussion of select consular posts
- Hot topics update

THIRD Phone Session on June 24: Set Up of Consular Posts: Who’s Who Behind the Glass Wall, and How to Get Them to Work With You
- Practical guide to risk factors and self-audits
- Risk management profile - client, your firm, client counter-parties
- What to expect at two dozen foreign consulates
- Due diligence steps in your application
- Discussion of select consular posts
- Hot topics update

FINANCIAL AID POLICY:

50% discount to attorneys working for a non-profit organization
50% discount to any attorney employed by any government agency
50% discount to an attorney that is unemployed
Additionally, for attorneys that have a specific hardship, please contact webmaster@ilw.com. To avail of this discount, please contact webmaster@ilw.com.

Cancellation Policy: Orders once placed cannot be cancelled. Audio CDs will be mailed using first class mail within 2-3 weeks of placement of order. Returns based on damaged CDs will be replaced and reshipped at no extra charge. Price: $199 - 3 Phone Seminar Package

Name: ____________________________________  E-mail (required): _________________________  Phone: ______________

SELECT YOUR DATES

[ ] CD April 29  [ ] CD May 27  [ ] CD June 24

Name (as it appears on credit card): __________________________________________________________

Credit Card: V/M/A/D ______________________________________ Expiry (Month/Year): ______________

Credit Card Billing Address: _______________________________________________________________

Or Mail CHECK payable to ILW.COM with this form to the address below. You can also fax this form with copy of the check.

(→ see next page for speaker bios)
About the Speakers

Rami Fakhoury (Discussion Leader) is a member of Fakhoury Law Group, P.C. His practice focuses on business-based employment immigration, particularly in the Information Technology, Engineering industry, health care workers, investors, academics and individuals of exceptional ability. Mr. Fakhoury has extensive experience in the areas of Corporate Immigration, and has worked in private firms, as well as serving as In-House Counsel for Syntel Corporation, a Fortune 1000 company in the Information Technology industry. In particular, his practice focuses on H, L, E, and O visas, Labor Certifications, Advance Degree Professionals, Multinational Executives and Outstanding Researchers and Professors. Mr. Fakhoury has represented clients at U.S. Consulates abroad and is an international lecturer and fellow for the Center for International Legal Studies (CILS) and a Member of the Immigration section of the International Bar Association. Mr. Fakhoury has served as Panel Speaker at the American Bar - International Law Section. He has also presented and written articles on immigration issues. Mr. Fakhoury is a Member of the State Bar of Michigan, International Law Section; Information Technology Association of America (ITAA), Immigration Law Committee; American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA); International Business Association, Immigration Law Committee; and Fellow, Center of International Legal Studies, Salzburg Austria.

Kevin Aiston is of counsel to the Chicago office of Fragomen, Del Rey, Bernsen & Loewy, LLP. Mr. Aiston joined the firm in 2003 after 15 years of service with the United States Department of State, working primarily in the Visa Office. His domestic assignments included positions as Deputy Chief of the Legal Advisory Opinions Division of the Visa Office, Special Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Visa Services, and Deputy Chief of the Visa Office's Petition Liaison Division. Mr. Aiston also served as a consular officer at the United States Embassies in Paris, France, and Victoria, Seychelles. Mr. Aiston graduated summa cum laude from Tulane Law School, where he served as Managing Editor of the Tulane Law Review. He is admitted to the bar in Illinois and has been a frequent speaker at immigration conferences.

Steven Garmo is a Principal in the law firm of Garmo & Associates, P.C., in Farmington Hills, Michigan where he specializes in U.S. Immigration Law. He has a J.D. from the University of Detroit School of Law, a B.A. in History from the University of Michigan, and an A.S. in Computer Science from Detroit College of Business. Mr. Garmo previously chaired the advocacy/legislation committee for the Michigan Chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers Association and was a past chair of the Oakland County Bar Association, Immigration committee. Mr. Garmo is a frequent speaker on immigration related issues. Mr. Garmo is a frequently invited guest speaker on immigration related issues. He has published extensively both in English and Arabic articles relating to U.S. immigration law. Mr. Garmo authored the article on the Visa Processing Guide for the American Embassy in Amman, Jordan and Damascus, Syria for the Visa Processing Guide published by the American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA). Mr. Garmo is also a frequent speaker and lecturer on immigration law through out the United States. Mr. Garmo has maintained an immigration practice concentrating solely on immigration related matters. As an immigration attorney, Mr. Garmo handles all types of immigration related matters including Business and Family visas.

Joel S. Guberman is a senior partner of the law firm of Guberman, Garson, Bush and has been practicing in the field of immigration law for over twenty-five years. Mr. Guberman advises his clients on immigration issues related to conducting business across international borders. His clients include senior executives and individuals as well as institutions and large multinational organizations. He advises on various matters including North American free trade, treaty investors and treaty traders and other issues related to worldwide skilled worker immigration. He is certified by the Law Society of Upper Canada as a Specialist in Immigration Law. He is Past-Chair of the Ontario Bar Association, Immigration and Citizenship Section, a Past-Chair of the Canada Chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers Association - of which he was a founding member. He is also listed in the "Expert Guide to the Leading 500 Lawyers in Canada" and the "Who's Who in Executives and Professionals".

Frances Hayden has been practicing immigration law for more than 21 years. She is a graduate of the School of Law at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) and a member of the American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA), as well as the California Bar Association. Ms. Hayden is fluent in Spanish and has her B.A. in Spanish Language and Literature from Western Washington University. For the past 15 years, she has focused on consular processing of non-immigrant visas at U.S. embassies and consulates worldwide, with a special emphasis on third-country national visa processing at border posts in Mexico and Canada. She and the attorneys associated with HaydenLaw travel with visa applicants to American consulates in Mexico and Canada several times each month. These trips keep Ms. Hayden on top of all current visa regulations and ongoing policy changes.

Angelo Paparelli is partner of Seyfarth Shaw LLP. Mr. Paparelli, with a bicoastal practice in Southern California and New York City, is known for providing creative solutions to complex and straightforward immigration law problems, especially involving mergers and acquisitions, labor certifications and the H-1B visa category. His practice areas include legislative advocacy; employer compliance audits and investigations; U.S. and foreign work visas and permanent residence for executives, managers, scientists, scholars, investors, professionals, students and visitors; immigration messaging and speech-writing; corporate policy formulation; and immigration litigation before administrative agencies and the federal courts. He is frequently quoted in leading national publications on immigration law. He is also President of the Alliance of Business Immigration Lawyers, a 30-firm global consortium of leading immigration practitioners. Paparelli’s blog and a comprehensive list of his many immigration law articles can be found at www.entertheusa.com. He is an alumnus of the University of Michigan where he earned his B.A., and of Wayne State University Law School where he earned his J.D. Paparelli is admitted to the state bars of California, Michigan and New York.